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Press release 
 
Rostec’s United Engine Corporation has successfully conducted the first stage of 
certification testing of PD-8 core engine intended for the mid-range aircraft SSJ-New. 
A test bench unique for Russia was used to simulate the aircraft engine operating 
conditions typical for altitudes of up to 12 kilometers. 
 
The engine core, which is also called the “heart” of an aircraft engine, consists of a high-

pressure compressor, a combustion chamber, and a high-pressure turbine that drives the 

propulsion system. The test facility was provided by the Central Institute of Aviation Motors 

named after P.I. Baranov (part of the National Research Center “Zhukovsky Institute”) and 

confirmed the pre-calculated thermal model of the compressor.  

 

“In the course of our works on the latest Russian aircraft engine PD-8, we have reached a 

climax stage – the core engine certification tests. The simulation of the operational 

conditions of altitudes of up to 12,000 meters will facilitate evaluation of the power 

characteristics of the high-pressure compressor. The PD-8 core engine will have to pass a 

few more certification tests until March 2023. They will be conducted simultaneously with 

the power unit prototype tests, as their first launches are scheduled as early as March 

2022,” says Vladimir Artyakov, First Deputy CEO at Rostec.  

 

The PD-8 two-spool turbofan engine is intended for SSJ-New, a passenger aircraft 
projected to phase out imports, while employing the newest Russian materials and 
advanced processing, including additive manufacturing. A range of UEC enterprises is 
engaged in the works, with the PD-14 engine practices and technologies widely used. 

 

JSC United Engine Corporation (part of Rostec State Corporation) is an integrated structure specializing in the development, mass 

production and maintenance of engines for military and civil aircraft, space programs and the navy, as well as oil and gas and energy 

industries.  

Rostec is Russia’s largest manufacturer. In 2022 it celebrates the 15th anniversary. It unites more than 800 scientific and industrial 

organizations in 60 regions of the country. Its key lines of business are aircraft engineering, radioelectronics, medical technologies, 

innovative materials, etc. The Corporation’s portfolio includes renowned brands, such as AvtoVAZ, KAMAZ, UAC, Russian 

Helicopters, UEC, Uralvagonzavod, Shvabe, Kalashnikov, etc. Rostec partners with leading global manufacturers, such as Boeing, 

Airbus, Daimler, Pirelli and Renault. The corporation delivers its products to more than 100 countries worldwide. Almost a third of the 

company’s revenue comes from the export of high-tech products. 
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